Scavenger
Hunt!
Let’s take a virtual tour around Hersheypark! Here’s how to play:
Use street view in Google Maps or Google Earth to find the answers to the following questions.
All answers are based on what can be seen in street view, not what is in the park, in real life, today.
Submit your answers to https://forms.gle/94r7cmJ3N2oxxE4S8
While in street view you can move around using the arrow keys, clicking on the image, clicking on
the map, or dragging the pegman to a new location. Some questions may require you to view an object
from a particular spot, so try different viewing angles. You can zoom in to read signs and see far away
objects. Here is a video that offers tips on using street view to complete the scavenger
hunt. https://youtu.be/lNUQ82_KTzc.
Note: Two sets of street view photos were taken in Hersheypark at different times. They are both
available in google maps but are shown as separate lines on the map. Questions marked with ** require
being on the correct “timeline” in the specified area. The clock icon in the top left of the screen can help
you switch between years.
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How long is the wait for Sooper Dooper Looper when the queue is full?
What candy is on light post 61 in the parking lot?
What flavor Kisses are available at the Flavors of America display in Chocolate World?
What candy brand is associated with the rightmost “Measure up!” height measuring station?
How many children can ride Swing Thing at one time?
What carved animal is on the far-left side of the Zoo America entrance?
What color is car 13 on the sky ride?
What king is on the Laff Track building?
How tall is the average black bear?
** What is the name of the show playing at the Aquatheater?
What color are the tubes for Surge and Whirlwind?
What word is printed on the tails of the Helicopters ride vehicles?
** What brand of characters can be won by playing SkeeBall under the Fender Benders?
What beverage brand can be purchased from the right-most vending machine along the Storm
Runner launch track?
** What ride occupies a former queue area of Lightning Racer?
** What Costumed Character is hanging out near the entrance to the Comet?
What color are the umbrellas at the Caricatures stands?
** How many Yuengling Lager barrels are on the Yuengling 1829 Patio?
What music group is headlining the show at Hersheypark Stadium “Tonight at 7pm”?
C43R is on the support column of what ride?
A knight fighting a dragon and the number 1432 are painted on the side of what gift shop?
What Animal is at the center of the “HMS 2018” T-Shirt?
What color are Mr and Mrs Keystone, who are promoting the safe driving pledge?
What roller-coaster was visited by google street view at 10:00am?
“Did you know?” - According to this sign, what was originally only 160 miles long?

Entries must be received by Monday, June 22 at 11:59 p.m. EDT

